
Even growing season; not too hot, not too cold and not too wet or too dry either with

decent rain at the right time. A bit of a ‘goldilocks’ vintage!  Fine and relatively

settled spring led to a good fruit set. Strong shoot growth in early summer set a good

canopy. Rain arrived in the second week of harvest, leading to some fierce picking.

Sun returned for remainder of harvest leading to a long warm Autumn.  Looking back

at this harvest and having tasted a great many wines, particularly the Pinot Noirs, I

can confidently confirm that 2016 was indeed a fine Martinborough vintage!

LUNA 
SILVER RIVER 2016

VINTAGE & VINE

TASTING NOTE
Deep, Fresh and vibrant ruby tone.  This is very complex Pinot Noir! The aromatics are an

ever changing and evolving array of all that is classic and dear to my pinot loving heart!

Cherries and berries of course, but damson plum and strawberry compote too! There is an

intriguing interplay of delicate red/ pink florals and fine brown spice with a bass note of

high quality, toasty oak in a strong supporting role.  In the mouth the flavours are bold,

rich and powerful with abundant sweet cherry fruit and darker, toastier oak flavours. Very

dense and textured the ride to the finish is smooth, long and luxurious.  This Pinot Noir is

delicious now but will definitely reward careful cellaring. Would recommend decanting

before service and please use some quality stemware!

WINERY
For the 2016 Silver River I selected a one ton parcel of mature vine clone Abel Pinot Noir

from each vineyard. Each parcel was fermented separately.  The Eclipse vineyard parcel

was tipped directly into a small open topped fermenter as 100% whole cluster. We then

saturated the fermenter with carbon dioxide and sealed it up with a lid. It sat sealed for 5

days to allow some gentle intra-berry fermentation. Following this it received a light

footcrush twice daily until dry. Total maceration was 35 days. Fermentation was

spontaneous. Following pressing the wine was run off to one new French oak puncheon

and one second use French oak barrique. Malo completed in the spring of 2017

whereupon a small amount of sulphur was added. 

The Blue Rock parcel was harvested from the original 1986 plantings. This fruit was de-

stemmed but not crushed and was gently tipped as whole berries into a one ton open top

fermenter. To slow down the start of fermentation a cooling plate was employed to

initiate a cold soak, which lasted around 6 days. Once the cooling was removed the

ferment started spontaneously. Total maceration was 35 days with two gentle plunges

per day. Post press the wine was run off into one new French oak puncheon and one

second use French oak barrique. Malo completed in the spring of 2017 whereupon a

small amount of sulphur was added. 

Following 18 months in barrel the Eclipse and Blue Rock portions were blended and

bottled in Feb 2018 unfined and unfiltered as Silver River Pinot Noir.

STATS

FOOD MATCH

pH 3.71
               

TA 4.8 g/L
        

RS <1.0 g/L
               

Alc 13.5 %

Bottled Feb 2018

De-boned roasted crispy

skin pigs trotter stuffed

with veal sweetbreads

served with truffled duck

fat potato puree and

sauce madeira.
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